Term 3
Welcome to learning opportunities in
Japanese!
This term we focus on Traditional Art and its history which is pivotal to Japanese culture. In
preparation for our open night in week 9 these are the art projects we will be embarking on
this term.
Year 1

Scratch Paper Drawings.
Students were asked to Do a sketch relief of one of the chosen images
which are significant to Japanese culture.

Year 2

Name Boards. Our Year 2 Students are able to write their names in
Katakana on Traditional wooden art boards.

Year 3

Kabuki Masks. Japanese masks are used traditionally in theatre,
festivals or rituals. They are connected to folk myths and tales.
Masks represent people, creatures, devil, ghosts, and animals.

Year 5

Mosaic money box. Year 5
Yosegi-zaiku marquetry technique
Our Year 5 students were inspired by the Ancient Technique That
Produces Incredibly Intricate Geometrical Designs and created
some Japanese mosaic prints on moneyboxes!

Year 4

Kanji writing scrolls. Year 4
Kanji writing scrolls.
kakemono 掛物
A kakemono (掛物, "hanging thing"), more commonly referred to
as a kakejiku (掛軸, "hung scroll"), is a Japanese scroll painting
or calligraphy mounted usually with silk fabric edges on a flexible
backing, so that it can be rolled for storage.
The Year 4 students have recreated some beautiful Kakemono of
their own and developed they calligraphy skills along the way!

Year 6

3-D Sakura Trees.
Our year six students have re-created a cherry blossom garden with
trees during the famous Hanami (flower viewing) season in Japan.

As always when learning a new language,
it is a goal for the students in years 4-6 to
continue their revision of Hiragana to
help them learn with greater fluency.
Our year 5 students are all beginning
their second alphabet of KATAKANA and
some year 6 students who are working at
a higher level are choosing to learn too.

Recording our learning on video!!!!
This term, our year 4,5,and 6 students will be recording themselves
reading simple Japanese texts and explaining their learning
progress…
Stay tuned for their videos on fresh grade!

